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Objectives

What is play and why play is necessary.
How to use play effectively in a legal setting.
Strategies to build trust and communicate with
children using social media/remotely.
Why specialized and child-centered resources
are important when working with children.

Participants will understand:

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113


Background of Play
Program



Child ProtectionWhy start a play program?

We partner with tender-age (under 13) ORR shelters in
North Texas, interviewing several hundred children each
year about their lives and their journeys to the US. 

Problems we faced:
Children refused to talk with us
Children re-lived traumatic events while talking with us 
Inherent power imbalance made children
uncomfortable
Burnout in staff



Background and Development

Launched in June 2021
Goal: Improve legal services by integrating play
Cooperated with: mental health professionals,
play experts, and Muppeteers to integrate play
and play therapy techniques
Now play-centric techniques are our default
interview method with young children in shelters 
Working to expand access to play resources and
training to other IRC offices
Further documenting and researching the
success of these techniques

The IRC Play
Program



Child ProtectionHow Has Play Changed Our Work?

Improves our ability to gather information
Children who won’t talk to a lawyer can talk to a puppet
Children who have trouble expressing themselves verbally can do so through art. 
Allows us to “level” the power imbalance between us and the children 

Fulfills our obligations to clients 
Play is a critical part of the well-being and the development of children, particularly
play-deprived populations like refugees and unaccompanied minors 
Allows children to be more than their trauma
Improves our relationship with them  - we become more than people who talk
about their worst experiences with them.
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Play Theory



Child ProtectionWhy is Play Meaningful

 Play is universal across ages and species
Play has been proven to aid social development
and self-regulation
Play during early childhood has been linked with
later academic success
Play helps children process difficult information in a
safe way



Improvisational Potential

Dr. Stuart Brown's
Components of Play

Apparently Purposeless

Continuation Desire

Voluntary

Inherently Appealing

Play is done for its own sake

A different state of being. A
judgement-free space

No one can force play to happen

Enables children to be creators

Something that children want to
come back to



Play Deprivation

Poor cognitive development
Under-developed social skills
Slowed development of the pre-frontal cortex
Lack of creativity
Self-regulation issues
Increased rates of mental illness

Children deprived of play are vulnerable to long-
term harms including: 

"Rules of the Red Rubber Ball" 
by Kevin Carroll 



Using Play as a Legal
Service Provider



Cooperative Storytelling

Utilizing Different Kinds of Play 

Art and Creative Play

Symbolic PlayCharacter Play

Tactile Play

Drawing or painting can help children be
relaxed and engaged. 

Many children have an easier time
speaking if they are engaged tactilely (click
and squish toys)

Roleplaying games can establish trust and
engage safely with risk 

Helps children express themselves non-
verbally

Any invitation to play is
meaningful

Allows children to engage with their
stories without re-living them



Deep Dive: Puppetry

Create spaces of play
Allows children to talk about difficult
subjects without reliving them
Encourage children to make choices
and challenge norms



How to Use Puppets
Create characters that children might
have already engaged with in their lives
(i.e. younger children or farm animals)
Maintain separation between you and
the puppet 
Create sympathetic movements
Mirror the children you are working with 
Choose characters that you feel
comfortable using

"Javi"



Empowering Children
through Trust-Building
and Communication



ImportaMí Overview

Launched officially in March 2022
Received over 300 direct contact and referrals
Focused on helping UCs nationally
Serve any child that is designated as a UC
Provide legal service referrals
Offer wraparound support and referrals



Digital Community
Liaisons (DCLs)

Engage as a peer network across the country to
provide assistance in-person and remotely
Maintain two-way communication with child and
sponsor
Build trust over time through WhatsApp, Facebook,
and website
Answer questions in a clear and accessible way
Respond within 24-48 hours in English, Spanish, and
Dari (interpreters available for other languages)



DCL Regional Model

Based in:
FL, TX, AZ, and WA 



Children & LSPs Connect with Us

www.importami.org

(972) 885-8251

info.importami@rescue.org

facebook.com/Info.ImportaMi

http://www.importami.org/
http://www.facebook.com/Info.ImportaMi


Trust and Two-way
Communication Model

Children ask questions through direct calls, texts,
private messages, or voice notes
Digital Liaisons: 

Reply with personalized messages using
accessible tone and emojis
Create trust by staying in touch and meeting
children where they are 
Provide additional resources based on needs

Children engage more over time and we create new
resources or articles based on their concerns



Address Key Needs
and Concerns

Referrals to Pro Bono and Private Reps
Provide legal service referrals through UCORD
Collaborate with other legal provider networks

Assist children aging out or after PRS case closes
Provide wraparound support referrals:

medical/dental, education, basic needs,
transportation, accompaniment, and more

Support for Afghan UCs (assured and walk-ins): 
Connect with orgs to apply for APA/VAPA
Consult with attorney to assess status options
Provide updates on family reunification process



Using Innovative, Child-
centered Resources



Creating
UC-specific
Resources

EOIR Hotline Infographic

Streamlined content to be less text heavy
Revised using simpler language 
Updated instructions to be easier to follow
Included more graphics/images and lighter
colors
Added phone and internet options
Created PDF and JPG options for sharing



Updated EOIR Infographic



Change of
Address
Form (COA)
Online

Challenging to complete paper form
Easier access to phone or laptop 
Some steps using online form are confusing
No instructions in Spanish for online form  
Creating animated "how to" video to fill need

Video is often accessible to more UCs
Addressing language justice/access
Engaging character and graphics
Step by step instructions can be repeated



COA Instructions Preview



KYR Resources for UCs and Sponsors

Should be added to all KYR packets (see page 6 of LSP instructions)
Approved by Vera for use by ImportaMí and all LSPs
Created tailored infographic for Afghan UCs in English, Dari, and Pashto
Available in 21 languages (new languages can be added)

Easy to read, provides a list of major services, and contact information 
Currently being approved by Vera
Available in English and Spanish

KYR ImportaMí Infographic

Sponsor ImportaMí Flyer



Share KYR Infographics



Sponsor Flyer



Ways We Can Help LSPs

Increase capacity for legal representation
Partnerships with state networks, pro bono,
and private reps

Share and create new tailored resources
Disseminate on Vera listserv and website
Develop new infographics, videos, and
resources based on suggestions from
children and LSPs

Provide referrals to wraparound support 
If a child needs support and a social worker/
caseworker is not assigned to their case

Collaborate
with
ImportaMí



Helpful Links
Dr. Stuart Brown's Ted Talk on play:  https://tinyurl.com/ycke5h9d

The Lego Foundation's Whitepaper on play and childhood development:
https://tinyurl.com/46m24c2x

The Playstrong Institute: https://playstronginstitute.com/

Review of Play Therapy Techniques: https://tinyurl.com/yn3mb785

ImportaMí website: https://www.importami.org/

ImportaMí KYR Infographics (in 21 languages): https://bit.ly/ImportaMiKYR



Questions?

Thank you!

Reach out to us with questions
or comments.

Will Clements

Will.Clements@rescue.org 

Amari Verastegui

Amari.Verastegui@rescue.org

mailto:Diana.Hochman@rescue.org

